Abstract
In the transition to entirely online learning for Covid-19, the learning management system (LMS) plays a critical role in higher educational institutions around the world. The Nvivo plus 12 system and the Vosviewer program were utilized in the qualitative research. The goal of this research paper is to look into the e-learning process among students who are familiar with the internet. The development of an online education model (Zoom, WA, LMS), platform, and comprehensive online e-Learning would have a big impact. Full e-learning is a term used to describe fully online learning that occurs between traditional campus education and online learning (e-learning) that occurs outside of the campus facing covid-19. The use of a virtual learning management system (LMS) allowed for the promotion of online learning (e-learning). The new research on virtual Learning management systems has the potential to transform essential components of classrooms by utilizing forms that can have a substantial impact on teaching and learning. According to the findings, technology affects librarians' perspectives of their jobs, students' needs, and faculties that might help them develop. In order to produce a selection and motivate pupils to think about it, full e-learning must collaborate with them. Despite the fact that comprehensive e-learning is becoming a viable strategy for various institutions in the country, some universities, particularly in developing countries, are opposing the transition.
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Introduction
Develop and test a comprehensive model for managing the e-learning process, as well as the relationship between the model's systematic application, the outcomes of specific e-learning components, and the e-learning subject. Institutions that engage in e-learning can use the concept and its practical implications as a process model for adopting e-learning-related activities (Granic & Ukui, 2007). E-learning is an important part of the e-Learning system's conception and design (Granic, ukui, et al., 2009), because it gives powerful principles for creating learning scenarios that will improve students' learning experiences (Granic, Mifsud, et al., 2009). Then, among the most modern technology-based remote learning and mobile learning delivery platforms are mobile phone SMS systems, which provide access to learning resources without being limited by place or time (Katz & Yablon, 2011). Sophisticated technology improvements in pedagogical delivery have resulted in motivated, flexible, user-friendly, regulated, and adaptive learning via mobile phone delivery systems (Katz, 2015).

The 2019 coronavirus infection pandemic (COVID-19) is wreaking havoc on many
aspects of society, including personal health (Holmes et al., 2020); (Brooks et al., 2020). (Verma et al., 2020). C. Wang et al., 2020; Ser (Conti et al., 2020). According to the World Health Organization, Coronavirus (COVID-19) is an infectious disease caused by a newly discovered coronavirus (WHO, 2020). According to the WHO, people infected with the COVID-19 virus get mild to severe respiratory illnesses that resolve without the need for treatment. On the other hand, older people and people with underlying health problems including diabetes, cardiovascular disease, chronic lung disease, and cancer are more likely to develop serious illnesses and die. Despite widespread public education about how to prevent and stop the spread of the disease, it has spread to 210 countries and territories throughout the world, with a total of 2,013,918 confirmed cases of COVID-19 originating in Wuhan, China, and a death toll of 127,587 people (Nguyen & Dong, 2018, p. E Aboagye). Human-to-human transmission demanded social separation and avoidance of busy settings. As a result, most governments have shut down schools and other institutions where big crowds are unavoidable until further notice. Authorities have offered emergency remote teaching to ensure that students are not left idle during the pandemic due to the unexpected closure of educational establishments. As a result, traditional methods (traditional face-to-face schooling) have been temporarily replaced by online ones (e-learning). When comparing developed and developing countries, it was discovered that developing countries face challenges such as poor internet connectivity, a lack of knowledge about how to use ICT, and a lack of content production (Muehlschlegel et al., 2021); (Y. Wang et al., 2021; Cao et al., 2020; Szczeniak et al., 2020).

Students and teachers' perceptions on the effectiveness of foreign language teaching in terms of students' academic needs (Krkgoz, 2009). The clear conceptual approach is based on a discourse community (DC) perspective, which considers writing to be a socio-cultural practice and reading to be a work-related activity (Krkgoz, 2005). As a result, the primary sources of motivation that influence students' evaluation choices and views of the challenges they may face when studying via E-learning must be identified. Students favored a combination of integrative and instrumental incentives when it came to motivational tendencies. They had a generally positive opinion of themselves (Ferris & Tagg, 1996).

According to a recent study (Basbek et al., 2014), the following information on lecturers' perspectives toward their teaching of learning might be revealed: Lecturers in partial EMI programs may consider they are less capable of carrying out their teaching duties or that some areas of instruction are more difficult.

Research Method
This research takes a qualitative approach. As a data-gathering tool, semi-structured interviews are performed. The participants are gathered in a WhatsApp group by the researcher, who provides them certain guidelines in instructions. The research analysis is bibliometrics review through publication document and the subject of the Muhammadiyah University of Enrekang, all departments were obligated to use WA, Zoom, LMS, and Facebook education and science student communities (publish or publish or perish). After eight weeks of online instruction, students' perceptions were anonymously collected using WA, Zoom, LMS, and Facebook education and science student communities. This research uses a bibliographic study design as well as systematic and explicit mapping approaches. A qualitative case study was done to approach the research to understand better how e-learning impacts covid-19. Vosviewer and Nvivo plus 12 were utilised in this study. From March 20 through April 25, 2021, the questionnaire was available online via a learning management
system and other technologies. Exclusion criteria were not available. The questionnaire could only be completed once by each student. All participants were informed about the study's objectives and consented to participate voluntarily.

**Result and Discussion**

The research outcomes remain presented by writing the processed data of the trend of publication in 2000-2021 is ‘e-learning proses’ trend by using the PoP application as follow.

![Figure 1. Publish or Perish about the E-learning process](image)

The initial exploration results of the PoP application resulted in 850 papers. From 2000 to 2021, this research aims to provide a comprehensive analysis of the "E-learning
process" trend. The information was obtained from the Science Citation Index database of Google Scholar. A qualitative methodology was used in the investigation using Harzing’s Publish or Perish (Windows GUI Edition) 7.33.3388.7819. All the files were evaluated, and data such as titles, author affiliations, and publication dates were recovered and exported to Excel. There were 850 articles published in total, h-index 214, with 68509 citations. Between 2000 until 2021, the majority of the outcomes (n = 850) were published. Bibliometrics analysis can be used by scientists and financial institutions interested in Publish or Perish about E-learning process.

Figure 2. Network Visualization about E-learning process
The initial exploration results utilising the PoP application resulted in 4712 items sorted into 19 clusters, meeting the threshold by a minimum number of occurrences of the term, which is 10. Figure 2 presents the 85 items of 6 clusters resulting from explorations through the PoP application. The first cluster consists of 17 items, and then, the second cluster consists of 17 items, the third cluster of 17 items, the fourth cluster of 14 items, the fifth cluster of 11 items, and the sixth cluster of 9 items.

Figure 3. Connected papers about the E-learning process

These are the papers most frequently cited by the graph’s papers, as shown in Figure 3. It indicates that they are seminal works in this field and that familiarising yourself with them is a good idea. Selecting a previous work will display all graph papers that reference it, and selecting a graph paper will display all previous work cited. Word Frequency Query
for the E-learning process. The exponential, unprecedented, and disruptive nature of the E-learning process has been described. E-Learning in the Twenty-First Century provides a framework for understanding how and why e-learning is used in higher education (Garrison et al., 2003). The obstacles of implementing e-learning have been researched in the literature (Akyol & Garrison, 2008). There is evidence that electronic learning projects have failed due to a lack of preparation on the part of institutions and their constituents (Akyol et al., 2009).

Individuals are also adhering to outdated pedagogies and practices, making it more difficult for them to adapt to new ones and update old ones. Because of previous experiences, students' impressions of online learning were negative, resulting in high dropout rates and low learner motivation (Arbaugh, 2019; Alavi & Taghizadeh, 2013; Garrison et al., 2003; Rourke & Kanuka, 2009). One of the other explanations was revealed to be low student satisfaction with online learning. Despite this, research shows that both students and instructors are satisfied with online and traditional learning methods.

The School Literacy Movement is a social movement with the collaborative support of various elements. The effort taken to make it happen is in the form of habituation of reading for students. This habituation is carried out with 15 minutes of reading activities. When the habit of reading is formed, it will then be directed to the development and learning stage (accompanied by bills based on the 2013 Curriculum) (Syaparuddin, dkk., 2019). The variety of activities can be in the form of a combination of developing receptive and productive skills. In its implementation, at certain scheduled periods, an assessment is carried out so that the impact of the existence of the School Literacy Movement can be known and continuously developed. The School Literacy Movement is expected to be able to mobilize school residents, stakeholders, and the community to jointly own, implement, and make this movement an important part of life (Hasnidar, dkk., 2019).

Literacy is more than just reading and writing, but includes thinking skills using sources of knowledge in print, visual, digital, and audio forms. The following are the stages of the School Literacy Movement. 1. Stage 1: Getting used to reading fun activities in the school ecosystem. This habituation aims to foster interest in reading and in reading activities within the school community. The growth of interest in reading is fundamental to the development of students' literacy skills. 2. Stage 2: Development of reading interest to improve literacy skills. Literacy activities at this stage aim to develop the ability to understand reading and relate it to personal experience, think critically, and cultivate creative communication skills through activities responding to enrichment readings. 3. Stage 3: Implementation of literacy-based learning. Literacy activities at the learning stage aim to develop the ability to understand texts and relate them to personal experience, think critically, and cultivate creative communication skills through activities responding to texts of enrichment reading books and textbooks. In this stage there are bills that are academic in nature (related to subjects) (Saharuddin, dkk., 2019). Reading activities at this stage are to support the implementation of the 2013 Curriculum which requires students to read non-textual books which can be in the form of books about knowledge (Syamsinar, dkk., 2019). The development of literacy goes according to predictable stages of development. The developmental stages of children in learning to read and write intersect between stages of development. Understanding the stages of literacy development of students can help schools to choose appropriate literacy habits and learning strategies according to their developmental needs. 2. A good literacy program is balanced Schools that implement a
balanced literacy program realize that each student has different needs. Therefore, reading strategies and text types.

Conclusion

To summarize, while involving students during this pandemic period can be good in terms of keeping them active and engaged on their studies, some issues should have been addressed earlier to the outbreak. The E-learning process, for example, should have introduced students to online learning before the shift to 100% online learning. Many of the students are unfamiliar with online learning, and many would want the semester to be postponed until further notice once they are in the midst of the pandemic. Before implementing e-learning, an organization's business environment, technology, content, training technique, culture, human resources, and financial issues should all be examined. Prior to the use of e-learning, all of these issues were disregarded. So, will e-learning be useful in this epidemic era? Following the COVID-19, more research into student satisfaction with traditional online learning should be conducted.
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